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This thesis ascertains the slip velocities of spherical 
particles in foam drilling fluids. Slip velocities were 
determined by writing a force balance for the particle in 
terms of the physical parameters of the particle and foam, 
and solving the resulting equation for the slip velocity. 
Data gathered in the laboratory for various particle sizes 
in various foam qualities was used to correlate particle 
drag coefficients in foam with Reynolds number and foam 
quality.
Two equations describing slip velocity result. One 
equation describes slip velocities in foams displaying New­
tonian behavior, while the second equation describes slip 
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CHAPTER ONE, INTRODUCTION
Presently foam has only limited application in the 
rotary drilling method. It was first used during the late 
1940's in conjunction with air'drilling to control slough­
ing formations and natural water flows. Drilling an uncon­
solidated formation with air resulted in a hole that caved- 
in; drilling through water producing strata with air resulted 
in wetted cuttings sticking to the hole-wall and pipe, caus­
ing loss of circulation and stuck pipe. Sloughing forma­
tions can often be stabilized by foam (Dresser Magcobar,
1970, p. 1). If foam is used to drill a water producing 
formation, the water entering the wellbore is used as the 
water constituent of the foam. Cuttings are thoroughly 
wetted by foam, and hence do not stick to the hole-wall or 
drill pipe.
Drilling fluids lift cuttings by means of the upward 
velocity of the fluid in the annular space between the drill 
pipe and wall of the hole. Because there exists a density 
difference between the fluid and rock being drilled, there 
is a difference between the drilling fluid velocity and
1
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the velocity of the cutting, termed net rise velocity. By 
insuring that bit cuttings are promptly removed from the 
wellbore, re-drilling and excessive bit tooth wear are elimi­
nated; also, the chances of stuck pipe are greatly reduced.
To date there still remain gaps in the technology of 
foam drilling because of a lack of knowledge on foam rheology 
and a lack of sufficient experience necessary to develop 
empirical correlations.
This study discusses the ability of foam to lift bit 
cuttings. The foam considered herein consists of water, 
a surface active agent, and air. The water and surface 
active agent constitute a continuous phase in which the air 
appears as discontinuous bubbles. The study is examined 
from two viewpoints. First, laboratory experiments are 
conducted to gather data for empirical correlations; and 
second, theoretical analysis relating foam flow properties 
to slip velocities provide an engineering basis for these 
correlations.
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CHAPTER TWO. SUMMARY OF FOAM RHEOLOGY
Mitchell (1970, p. 117-123) shows that foam is pseudo­
plastic in nature and that his data presented in Table 1 
may be approximated by the modified power law equation
T-Ty = Pp0n 1
where t = measured shear stress 
t = yield shear stress 
y = plastic viscosity
Xr
6 = shear rate 
n = power coefficient
If the power coefficients, (n), in Table 1 are unity 
for all foam qualities, Eq. (1) is the Bingham plastic shear 
stress-shear rate relationship. Therefore, foam is consid­
ered a Bingham plastic fluid.
Figures 1 and 2 graphically represent the data in Table
1. These figures are divided into three quality regions: 
dispersed bubble, bubble interference and bubble deformation.
The dispersed bubble region encompasses foam qualities 
(ratio of air volume to volume of air and water) ranging
3
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from 0 to 52.5 percent. Within this region viscosity is a 
function of foam quality. Foam qualities between 52.5 per­
cent and 74 percent define the bubble interference region.
In this region the plastic viscosity and yield stress are 
dependent on foam quality. The region between foam qualities 
of 74 percent and 96 percent is the bubble deformation re­
gion. The plastic viscosity and yield stress are highly 
dependent on foam quality in this region (Mitchell, 1970, 
p. 57). It is observed that cubically packed uniform spheres 
produce a solids content of 52 percent by volume, and when 
rhombohedrally packed produce a solids content of 74 percent 
by volume. The changes in viscosity and yield stress^can 
be attributed to the bubble arrangement and deformation,.
Mist flow which is defined as a discontinuous phase 
of liquid droplets within a continuous phase of air is as­
sumed for qualities above 96 percent.
Mitchell also empirically derived two viscosity equa­
tions for two quality regions
yf = y (1. 0 + 3.6D, 0<r<54% 2
3
where ^  = foam viscosity in cp
V = base liquid viscosity in cp 
 ̂= foam quality expressed as a fraction
table 1
SHEAR STRESS - SHEAR RATE RELATIONSHIP 
FOR DRILLING FOAM 
(After Mitchell, 1970)
r Up Ty n
Quality Plastic Yield Power
Range-% Viscosity-cp Stress lbf/ft Coefficient
0 1.02 0 1.00
0-25 1.25 0 1.00
25-30 1.58 0 .1.00
30-35 1.60 0 1.00
35-45 2.40 0 1.00
45-55 2.88 0 1.00
55-60 3.36 0 1.00
60-65 3.7 0.14 1.00
65-70 • 4.3 0.23 1.00
70-75 5.0+ 0.40 1.00
75-80 5.76 0.48 1.02
80-86 7.21 0.68 0.97
86-90 9.58 1.0 0.99
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YIELD STRESS VS. FOAM QUALITY
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Kriig (1971, p. 97) fitted the yield stress-foam quality 
relationship with the equation /
Ty = r + a 3 + a 3t3 + a 4f  ̂ v' 4
Ty = yield stress in lb^/ft
where r = foam quality expressed as a fraction 
Ax = -266.232 
A2 = +729.343 
A3 = -834.466 
A4 = +344.257
3Ty = yield stress in lb^/ft 
A velocity profile for foam flowing in a circular pipe 
is constructed from Bingham's modal as shown in Fig. 3.
There may exist four flow regimes within pipe: plug, laminar,
transition, and turbulent. Flow parallel to the longitudinal 
axis of the pipe can be modeled by thin concentric cylinders. 
Near the wall of the pipe, the shear stress and shear rate 
between these thin cylinders have maximum values; while at 
the axis of the pipe, the shear stress and shear rate have 
minimum values. A static thin layer of aqueous solution is 
assumed to coat the pipe wall. Plug flow exists in all cy­
linders having zero shear rate. Laminar flow exists in those 
cylinders undergoing shear. The transition flow regime sep­










BINGHAM PLASTIC MODEL IN PIPE
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CHAPTER THREE. MECHANICS OF PARTICLE TRANSPORT
The physics of particle transport through fluids in­
volves expressing the frictional resistance between a solid 
and a fluid in relative motion in terms of the physical 
parameters and characteristics of the fluid and the particle.
Because foam displays Newtonian behavior for foam quali­
ties less than 54 percent and Bingham plastic behavior other­
wise, it is necessary to investigate particle transport in 
both of these type fluids.
Transport in Newtonian Fluids
The Newton equation for the turbulent flow regime and 
Stokes' Law for the laminar flow regime provide the founda­
tion upon which empirical correlations for ascertaining the 
ability of drilling fluids to lift drilled solids are based.
For Newtonian fluids in viscous flow (ND = PAV. <0.1)y
Stokes' Law relates the resistance force to slip velocity 
and particle and fluid parameters. This law is derived in 




Fr = 6TTyRpVf 5
where FR = resistance force 
y = fluid viscosity 
Rp = radius of spherical particle 
Vf = slip velocity of particle 
The force causing slip is the difference between the 
weight of the particle and buoyancy caused by the displaced 
fluid
When the particle undergoing slip reaches its terminal 
velocity (the system is in equilibrium) the resistance force 
and force causing slip are equal (See Fig. 4).
6
where Fs = force causing slip
R = radius of spherical porticie 
P = density of particle
Pf = density of fluid 
g = acceleration of gravity
6TryRpV s = 4. TrRp3 (pp - pf)g 7
hence, Vg = ^Rp (pp ~pf)g
9y
8
V = particle slip velocity s
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In the turbulent regime (N >2000) resistance resultsX\
from momentum transfer from the fluid to the particle and 
is proportional to the particle size, square of the parti­
cle velocity and density of the fluid. The Newton equation 
expresses this resistance
fr - f P f V Y e 2 9
where FR = resistance force 
Pf = fluid density 
Rp = radius of spherical particle 
Vjr = slip velocity 
At the terminal velocity of the particle, the resis­
tance force and force causing slip are equal. The force
causing slip is the difference between the particle weight 
and buoyant force. Hence
§ P f V V  = i ^ V ^ P  - Pf>9 10
and Vc = \/ 8Rp(pp ~ pf)g 11
V 3 pf
In the transition regime, resistance is a combination 
of momentum transfer and viscous action. Several formulas 
have been proposed which regard the resistance as the sum 
of two resistances, one Stokesian, and the other Newtonian.
1487
B
Fg = Buoyant Force
F^ = Weight Force




FORCES ACTING ON FALLING SPHERE
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R<P RStokes + RNewton
Rt = GttuR vs d  + «- Pf— pVs- )> Oseen formula1? j«i
R = 6TTUR V + q! P R 2V 2' Budryk formula T p s 2 f p s
where R^ = resistance in transition regime
Q = coefficient dependent on particle size
Unfortunately these formulas have application in a limited 
range of Reynolds numbers (Gaudin, 1939, p. 172-174).
Lapple (1950, p. 1018) found the most suitable method 
of quantifying the resistance of falling particles is to 
use a coefficient, termed the drag coefficient, with the 
Newton equation and express this drag coefficient as a func­
tion of the Reynold's number. See Figure 5. The drag co­
efficient is defined as
„  = 8Rp<pP - pf)g 1 3
D 23vs Pf
Use of this method permits representing the resistance for 
all particles and all fluids in any flow regime. Hence, for 
a spherical particle falling in a fluid in the viscous regime, 
one can rearrange Stokes' Law with the drag coefficient 





F r  = CD 67TUR Vf 1 14a
= cn 6 ^ ^ ^  2RP pfv fu p r 24y 14b
= Cn IttR 2P.V_2 15D 2 p f f
Eq. (15) is the Newton equation written with the drag coeffi­
cient.
In the viscous regime, particle slip velocity is pro­
portional to the square of the particle radius, while in the 
turbulent regime the slip velocity is proportional to the 
square root of the particle radius.
Transport in Bingham Plastic Fluids
Because foam behaves as a Bingham plastic for qualities 
above 54 percent, it is necessary to alter the preceeding 
theories to account for this non-Newtonian behavior. The 
yield strength of foam supports the particle as do the forces 
arising from foam viscosity and density. Since the yield 
strength is the shear stress necessary to initiate flow, 
relative motion of the particle and fluid will commence 
only when the particle subjects the fluid to a shear stress 
greater than its yield strength.
Hall, et aJ..(1950, p. 40) postulated the following theory 
for slip velocity for Bingham plastic fluids. Consider the 
free body diagram of Figure 4, wherein the yield strength
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also accounts for the resisting force. When the system is 
in equilibrium, the force balance is
F R  =  F S 16
6* V pV s + 2lrRp 2xygc = |  ^ p ^ P p  “ Pf)g 17
Solving for Vg
v = 4RP2(pD - pf)g - 12RP Tygc is
S 18yP
lip = plastic viscosity 
t = yield strength 
Hall's equation is subject to the same limitations as Stokes 
Law, namely NR<0.1.
It is recommended that Hall's concept be extended and 
altered for the transition and turbulent flow regimes by add 
ing the resisting force caused by the yield strength to the 
left hand side of Eq. (10) when written with a drag coeffi­
cient giving
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....  l l  I I I !
Reynolds number Re =  Dv„, p /p
10' 10̂
F ig . 6 .3 -1 . Friction factor (o r drag coefficient) fo r spheres moving relative to  a fluid w ith  a velocity v ^ . See definition of f  in Eq. 
6.1 -5 . [C urve taken from  C. E. Lapple, “ Dust and M ist C ollection ,” in Chemical Engineers’ Handbook (ed. by J. H . Perry), M cGraw- 
H ill, N ew  Y o rk  (1950), Th ird  Edition, p. 1018.]
FIGURE 5
Drag Coefficient as a Function of Reynolds Number 
(after Bird, et al., 1966, p. 192)
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CHAPTER FOUR. EXPERIMENT AND APPARATUS
The apparatus and equipment used in this study are 
shown in Figure 6. The components are (1) the air injec­
tion system, (2) aqueous solution injection system, (3) 
the foam generation system, (4) the flow tube system, (5) 
the foam measuring system, and (6) the pressure detection 
system. Each system is described below.
Air Injection System
The air injection system consisted of a ten horse­
power compressor capable of 3500 psig which supplied stor­
age cylinders having a capacity of 27 cubic feet. The 
storage bottles also served as a pulsation dampener and 
liquid trap. A regulator was used to control the amount 
of air injected into the foam generator.
Aqueous Solution Injection System
A 55 gallon drum, used as a reservoir for the aqueous 
solution, and a variable speed positive displacement pump 


























solution consisted of tap water, and a commercial foamer 
manufactured by Proctor and Gamble and known as R-7. This 
surfactant is non-ionic and biodegradable. Therefore, about 
0.04 percent by volume of ethanol was added as a preservative 
for the biodegradable surfactant. Solutions of 2 percent by 
volume of R-7 were used in all tests.
Foam Generation System
The foam generator consisted of a thick-walled stain­
less steel vessel 10 3/4 in. long, with a 7/8 in. inside 
diameter. This vessel was filled with 20 and 40 mesh glass 
beads and sand which passed a 200 mesh screen. Glass wool 
and wire mesh served to retain the beads and sand within 
the vessel.
Flow Tube System
A thick-walled lucite tube 52 inches long with an in­
side diameter of one inch was used as the flow tube. Since 
in actual drilling operations it is impossible to determine 
the eccentricity of the annular space between the drill 
string and hole wall, the exact diameter of the hole, or 
the effect of stabilizers, reamers, square drill collars 
or other bottom hole tools on the geometry of the hole, this 
flow tube was used to model the borehold. On one side of
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the tube was a bank of photoelectric (selenium) cells. 
Diametrically opposing each cell was a light source con­
sisting of a common 1.5 watt flashlight bulb. The entire 
tube was wrapped in canvas so only light from the light 
source entered the tube. A small screen was placed at each 
end of the tube to keep the test particles inside the tube. 
Glass marbles and spherical beads of known diameters and 
densities were used as test particles.
Foam Measuring System /
Two laboratory bottles of 4760 cc and 474 5 cc, a lab­
oratory balance, and a stopwatch constituted the foam measur­
ing system. ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES 
Pressure Detection System GOLDEN, COLORADO 804Q1.
A strain gauge and strain meter constituted the pres­
sure detection system. An adjustable choke was used to 
regulate the pressure within the tube. The strain gauge 
was located at the tube's midpoint.
Data Collection Procedure
Prior to making any tests, the system was pressure 
tested to 1800 psig using the air injection system and a 
laboratory pressure gauge. This gauge was first calibrated 
with a dead weight tester, and found to have no measurable 
error. See Appendix C.
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Next, a strain-pressure correlation was obtained by- 
closing the system and recording the strain on the lucite 
tube for various gauge pressures, Using this correlation 
(see Appendix D), it was possible to determine the pressure 
within the tube at flowing conditions by reading the strain 
on the tube.
A test particle was then placed inside the tube. The 
regulator was opened to a prescribed position, and the pump 
turned on after being set at a prescribed speed. As the 
foam carried the test particle past one of the equispaced 
photoelectric cells and adjacent light sources, the test 
particle cast a shadow on the cell, disrupting the intensity 
on the cell and recorded on a strip chart. While the test 
particle continued up the tube, the time between successive 
disruptions was also recorded on the strip chart. Thus ac­
curate net rise velocities could be determined over any por­
tion or all of the tube length. Successive tests were per­
formed by changing the pump speed and regulator setting, 
which in turn changed the foam quality and velocity. The 
test particle size was changed, and the process repeated.
Calculation Procedure
Flowing pressures (P̂ ) within the tube were obtained 
by recording the strain and using the pressure-strain cor­
relation previously mentioned.
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The volume of foam flowing inside the tube (Q̂ ) was 
determined by measuring the flow rate at laboratory condi­
tions of temperature and pressure, and converting this 
volume to tube conditions of temperature and pressure. 
Because foam is a compressible fluid, this conversion was 
done using the gas law for the gas phase and assuming the 
liquid incompressible. Flow rates at laboratory conditions 
were determined by measuring the time required for the foam 
to fill a laboratory bottle of known volume. This bottle 
was capped and weighed. The weight of the contents within 
the bottle was assumed to be the weight of water, since 
the mass of air within the bottle is negligible when com­
pared to the mass of water within the bottle. Next the 
volume of water inside the bottle was ascertained using 
this weight and the specific weight of water. The remain­
ing volume within the bottle was assumed to be air.
The quality of foam within the tube (F) was calculated 
by first converting the volume of air to tube conditions 
and then using the equation
V
T = ____ 5__ 21V* + vw
where V = volume of air inside the tube a
V = volume of water inside the tube w
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The foam velocity (V̂ ) is the bulk velocity of the 
foam as calculated by the equation as shown
Vf = Qf/AT 22
where A = cross-sectional area of the tube T
Although the test particle velocity depends on the actual 
velocity of the foam, that is the particle's location on 
the velocity profile, the average velocity is used because 
the velocity profile within a rotary borehole cannot be 
accurately determined due to eccentricity of the annular 
space, rotation of the drill string, enlarged portions of 
the hole, buckling of drill collars and the effect of tool 
joints and'down hole tools.
The foam viscosity (ŷ ) was calculated from the equa­
tions presented by Mitchell (1970).
Test particle slip velocities (V ) were determined by 
subtracting the net rise velocity (vnr) from the foam velo­
city (Vf) .
Vs = vf - Vnr 23
These slip velocities were then corrected for wall 
effects using the following empirical correlations presented 
in Gaudin (1939, 184-185)
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V , viscous regime 24
V
SC 1 - (5P)3/2 7Rt
transition and turbulent 
regime 25
where V „ - corrected V sc s
Rj_ ~ radius of tube
Net rise velocities were calculated by the equation
! 11 dV = I £ 26nr n i=i tR
where n = number of intervals between cells 
the cutting traversed
d_ = distance between adjacent cells n J
t = time to travel dn as determined 
from the strip chart.
The foam density (P̂ ) was calculated by the equation
P = m f 
f Volf
27
where m _ = mass of the foam f
Vol^ = volume of the foam within the tube 
The Reynolds number was calculated by the equation
28
where D = diameter of tube
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Calibration of Equipment
The equipment and test procedure were verified by run­
ning tests with a test particle 0.875 in. in diameter and 
density of 165 lb /ft . The resulting data were reduced using 
the theory presented in Chapter Two to a plot of drag coeffi­
cient versus Reynolds number (see Appendix E). This plot is 
shown in Figure 7. The drag coefficients for the Reynolds 
number range of Figure 7 compare quite favorably with the 
corresponding drag coefficients of Figure 5. Thus the equip­













Drag Coefficient vs. Reynolds Number 
for Calibration Data
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CHAPTER FIVE. RESULTS AND COMPARISON 
OF DATA WITH THEORY
Comparisons of laboratory measured slip velocities of 
particles for various quality foams, Richard's (1907) slip 
velocities in water, and Hall's et al. (1950) slip velocities 
in Bingham plastic drilling fluids are presented in Figures 
8, 9, 10, and 11. The particle sizes were^JK_5^in., 0.3 in., 
0.13 in., and 0.12 in. in diameter. The water used in 
Richards' experiments was a static column of water, while 
Hall's fluids and the foam were flowing. Because neither 
Hall's fluids nor water has a quality, these data points 
are placed on the charts at viscosity locations equivalent 
to those of foam. This order of magnitude comparison points 
out that spherical particles in foam have slip velocities 
which are more favorable than water and equivalent to mod­
erate yield point drilling muds. The trend of the data in 
these figures show slip^velocities of particles in foam in­
crease rapidly at higher qualities.
27
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Slip Velocity in Newtonian Foams
Figure 12 contains drag coefficients (CD )̂ ^or New" 
tonian foam (0<r<54%) calculated with laboratory measured 
slip velocities and the modified Newtonian equation, Eq.
(13). Comparison of these drag coefficients with those 
presented in Figure 5 shows that foam has larger drag co­
efficients for the Reynolds number range of the foam data. 
An empirical equation approximating the data points is
Cn = 568N ”° *72, 50<N <200 29o £ K — R—
0<F<54 %
Therefore, the resulting slip velocity equation for a par­
ticle in Newtonian foam is
Vs = 0.069Nr0-36 F T 7(Pp~ - Pf) 30
Slip Velocity in Bingham Plastic Foams
Figure 13 presents the modified foam drag coefficient
(C1 ) plotted against foam quality. This coefficient was 
f
calculated from Eq. (19) using the laboratory measured slip 
velocities and the drag coefficients, (Cp), presented by 
Lapple. The Reynolds numbers used to determine Lapple's 
drag coefficients were calculated with the foam’s density, 
velocity, and plastic viscosity. An empirical equation 
approximating the slip velocity in Bingham plastic foam is
1487
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FIGURE 10
Slip Velocities in Foam and Water for a 
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CHAPTER SIX. APPLICATION OF SLIP VELOCITIES IN FOAM
TO THE DRILLING PROCESS
In order to insure cutting removal, a certain maximum 
slip velocity must not be exceeded while drilling is proceeding.
As the foam travels upwards in the drill-pipe-hole an- 
nulus, the air bubbles in the foam will expand due to de­
creasing pressure. Foam density will decrease, while foam 
quality7~viscos-i~ty^and^_yelocity will increase. These changes /  
in foam properties, with the exception of foam velocity will 
result in.faster slip velocities of the drilled rock that is ( 
being carried with the foam. Therefore, it is necessary to 
maintain sufficient velocity to overcome the increasing slip 
velocity.
Table 2 shows the changes in foam velocities, slip velo­
city and net rise velocity for a particle with a diameter of 
0.13 ft, - f the bottom hole foam velocity is 1 ft/sec and 
quality is 3 5 percent.
The data show that the net rise velocity increases with 
the foam velocity, since the increase in slip velocity is 




Comparison of Net Rise Velocities in Foam and Water
V in nrVf ft/sec Vs ft/sec Vnr ft/sec water ft/sec
35 1.00 .05 .95 .3
55 1.42 .06 1.36 .3
75 2.45 .09 2.36 .3
95 11.57 .20 11.37 .3
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CHAPTER SEVEN.CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions
The following equations may be reasonably deduced from 
the work presented in this thesis.
CDf = 568Nr~° ’ 72, 50<Nr-<200
0<T<54%
Vg = 0.069Nr0-36 ^/RPg(PP ~ pf} , 50<Nr<200
f 0<r<54%
Y __ |0.1 44 NR* ̂ Rp5 (Pp Pf) _ 1. 33T̂ .gcCQ^
l pf
4.4<Nr <7 8 
54%<T<96%
where the modified foam drag coefficient, (C^), is deter­
mined from Figure 13.
It is also concluded that
1) Spherical particles in foam have slip velocities 
which are more favorable than those in water, and equivalent
38
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to those of moderate yield point drilling muds.
2) Slip velocities of particles in foam increase rapidly
at high foam qualities.
3) The rapidly increasing annular foam velocities aris­
ing from expansion of the air constituent of the foam more 
than compensates for these increased slip velocities.
Recommendations
It is recommended that this same work be extended over
a larger Reynolds number range, and the results tested in the
/field. The best results would be obtained with an annulus 




DERIVATION OF STOKES' LAW
The steady creeping flow around a sphere is shown 
schematically in Figure 14. For very slow flow, the mo­
mentum flux distribution, pressure distribution, and
velocity components in spherical" coordinates^,are
Tr e  = 3 / 2 T r  ( I J  s i ne “-1
3 y V oo M 2p = pc, - pgz - 7 -g- (j) cose 1A-2
[' - ’4 ) - 1 (l)3]Vr = 11 - 3/2 ( j | cos 0 1A-3
[> ■ i  (l) - i  (!) sinQ 1A-4
Note that the velocity distribution satisfies the boundary
conditions that V = V = 0 at the sphere's surface, and thatr t?
for distances far from the sphere, the pressure distribution 
reduces to the hydrostatic equation p = pQ - pgz.
The net force exerted by the fluid on the sphere is 
calculated by integrating the normal and tangential forces 




At every point 
there are pressure 
and friction fences 
acting on the 
sphere surface I
projection 
of point onX . X-Y plane
\
Fluid approaches from 
below with velocity
FIGURE 14
Coordinate System Used to Describe 
Flow Around a Rigid Sphere 
(after Bird, et al., 1966, p„ 58)
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At every point on the surface of the sphere there
is a force per unit area, p, acting perpendicular to the
surface of the sphere. Its z-component is -p cos 0.
Multiplying this force per unit area by the surface area on
2which it acts, R'sin0d0d({) and integrating over the surface 
area of ths sphere, gives the resultant force in the Z 
directions
X2 tr /̂ TT 2I (-p cos0) R sin0d0d<|) 2AJo
Substituting the pressure distribution Eq. (1A-2) into 
Eq. (2A) gives
r 27r 2Fn = J [-p + Pgz + C O S 0] COS0R
Jo . O °
Sin0d0d<|> 3A
The integral involving pQ vanishes identically, the 
integral involving -pgRcos0 gives the bouyant force of the 
fluid, and the integral involving velocity gives the form 
drag. Hence
4 3Fn ” 3‘irR P9 + 2ttijRVoo 4A
Also at evei*y point on the siirface of the sphere there 
is a shear stress acting tangentially. This stress -xrQ, is 
the force in the Q-direction acting on a unit area of the
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sphere*s surface. The z-component of this force per unit
integrating over the spheres surface gives the resultant 
tangential force:
Substituting the shear stress distribution Eq. (1A-1) 
into Eq. (4A) gives
The first term in Eq. (8A) is the bouyant force, the 
second term is the form drag, and the third is the friction 
drag. These two drag forces are added together, since they 
are associated with the fluid movement and consequently con­
stitute the kinetic contribution.




Ft = 4itviRV00 7A
The total force is the sum of Eq. (4A) and Eq. (7A) ,
F = |-7TR3pg + 2TTliRV00 + 8A
Fk = 61TVRV*, 9 A




DERIVATION OF NEWTON'S EQUATION
Newton calculated that the resistance to motion of a 
solid whose surface is at right angles to the direction of 
flow equals the product of the density of the fluid by the 
square of the velocity and by the cross-sectional area.
IThus the resistance of a circular disk is
However, the surface of a sphere is at an angle to the dir-
to 0 degrees at the equator. Nevertheless, if the resis­
tance offered by an element of area dA set at an angle a 
is calculated, integration will give the total resistance.
The normal component of the velocity on the element 
dA (see Figure 15) is
IB
ection of flow which varies from 90 degrees at the pole,
V V cos a 2B
n
and therefore, the pressure on the element dA is






Newtonian Resistance to the Motion of a Sphere
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The along-stream component of this pressure is the re­
sistance
dR = pV^ cos^ otdA 4B
But
dA = 2nr(sin a)rda 5B
so
9 9 -3 .dR = 2Trr pV cos asinada 6B
Therefore 0
J 2 2 32'irr pV cos a s m  ada 7B
tt/ 2  
2 2R = Trpr V 8B2




CALIBRATION OF LABORATORY PRESSURE 
GAUGE WITH DEAD WEIGHT TESTER
PDWT PG PDWT PG
25 30 1625 1625
125 130 1725 1720
225 225 1825 1825
325 325 1925 1920
425 425 2025 2025
525 525 2125 2125
625 625 2225 2225
725 730 2325 2325
825 825 2425 2425
925 925 2525 2525
1025 1025 2625 2625
1125 1125 2725 2725
1225 1225 2825 2825
1325 1325 2925 2925
1425 1425 3025 3025
1525 1525
P-.—  and P_ are the dead weight tester and laboratory pres-JJWI \j
sure gauge readings, respectively. The gauge was a Heise gauge 







CALIBRATION OF FLOW TUBE STRAIN 










0 29651 1400 30275
80 29685 1330 30280
180 29733 1255 30286
235 29755 1180 30192
315 29794 1030 30105
415 29845 905 30054
480 29875 850 30022
555 29912 770 29986
660 29962 705 29950
755 30010 640 29920
855 30059 530 29861
960 30087 450 29821
1040 30111 385 29784
1155 30144 290 29736
1220 30177 185 29689
1325 30226 80 29639


















0 29547 1075 30104
50 29577 950 30045
130 29615 860 29998
205 39653 700 29926




440 29773 475 29816
510 29804 400 29780
600 29854 300 29735
700 29901 200 29684
800 29956 100 29637







CALIBRATION OF FLOW TUBE STRAIN 







































The pressure-strain data were plotted on linear graph 
paper and the average of the slopes and intercepts was used 
for the calculation of the pressure within the tube. The re­
sulting equation is
P = (STRAIN-29600) (2.00) ID
where P = pressure within the tube (psig)
STRAIN = observed strain
The calibration data show a hysteresis effect which was 
corrected by using the strain at zero pressure after the
itube was subjected to pressure. This accounts for an error 
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FOAM PROPERTIES AND LABORATORY DATA
r pf lbm/ft3 cp Ty Vf fps V  fpS Vs fps Vsc fps
682 20.504 5.3521 .21 .0202 .0015 .0188 .2080
728 17.722 6.3378 .32 .0277 .0016 .0211 .2334
718 18.377 6.1056 .30 .0377 .0026 .0351 .3883
603 25.416 4.1683 .08 .0401 .0036 .0366 .4049
637 23.376 4.6055 .13 .0532 .0048 .0484 .5355
566 27.699 3.7584 .025 .0651 .0067 .0584 .6461
536 29.503 3.4747 0 .0690 .0080 .0611 .1305
568 27.501 3.7762 .03 .0468 .0051 .0417 .4613
790 13.849 8.3926 .50 .1158 .0056 .1102 1.2192
735 17.249 6.5251 .34 .0865 .0073 .0792 .8762
771 14.966 7.6440 .44 .0717 .0067 .0650 .7191
691 19.946 5.5113 .23 .0661 .0054 .0607 .6715
733 17.314 6.4851 .33 .0797 .0059 .0739 .8176
700 19.422 5.7030 .25 .0852 .0058 .0794 .8784
748 16.482 6.8868 .38 .0787 .0048 .0740 .8187
571 27.517 3.8104 .03 .0411 .0053 .0358 .3961
470 33.564 2.9549 0 .0528 .0048 .0470 .1004
531 29.807 3.3485 0 .0541 .0051 .0489 .1044
539 29.230 3.4228 0 .0543 .0054 .0489 .1044
516 30.635 3.2308 0 .0635 .0059 .0576 .1230
489 32.310 3.0219 0 .0575 .0057 .0518 .1106
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iI TABLE 8 Continued
r pf xV ft3 Vf CP T lbfy ft* Vf fps V fps nr Vs fPs Vsc fPJ
681 20.476 5.2061 .21 .0833 .0065 .0768 .8497
656 22.053 4.7819 .16 .0901 .0066 .0835 .9238
678 20.622 5.1614 .21 .0914 .0069 .0845 .9348
567 27.456 3.6802 .03 : 0626 .0054 .0572 .6328
608 24.914 4.1362 .09 .0685 .0055 .0629 .6959
620 24.233 4.2750 .10 .0644 .0057 .0587 .6494
614 24.550 4.2101 .09 .0602 .0052 .0549 .6074
636 23.225 4.4922 .12 .0542 .0041 .0502 .5554
643 22.819 4.5905 .13 .0720 .0057 .0663 .7335
Dia * 0.0547 ft.
y = 165.43 lb./ft3P f
r pf lbm/ft3 uf cp Ty H r  Vf fps Vnr fps Vs fps Vsc fps
.625 23.810 4.3485 .11 .0445 .0029 .0416 .2843
.726 17.350 6.1598 .31 .0616 .0039 .0578 .3184
.810 . 12.129 9.1309 .58 .1063 .0042 .1021 .5625
.869 8.457 13.4335 .86 .1420 .0043 .1377 .7587
.840 10.253 11.1583 .70 .1502 .0081 .1421 .7829
.845 9.906 11.5702 .73 .1850 .0054 .1796 .9895
.879 7.896 14.9358 .93 .1645 .0050 .1595 .8788
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! TABLE 8 Continued
 ̂ 1 h-F !
r pf lbm/ft v f cp Ty ^ 7  Vf fps Vnr fps Vs fps Vsc fps
400 37.760 2.5262 0 .0722 „.0038/ .0685 .1074
387 38.535 2.4561 0 .0507 .0046 .0461 .0752
563 27.607 3.7242 .02 .0850 .0049 .0800 .4406
537 29.837 3.4816 0 .0659 .0051 .0609 .0994
706 19.582 5.8207 .27 .0410 .0039 .0371 .2039
Dia = 0.0443 ft.
Y_ = 165.43 lb-/ft3p r
r pf lbm/ft3 Pf op ■ Ty ^ 7  vf fpS vnr fps Vs fps Vsc fps
.525 30.031 3.3049 0 .0680 .0041 .0639 .0754
.643 22.560 4.5995 .13 .0917 .0041 .0876 .1803
.8566 9.058 12.2362 • '-j 00 .1785 .0038 .1747 .3723
.948 3.474 34.4920 1.9 .3656 .0065 .3591 .7653
.948 3.474 34.4920 1.9 .3576 .0062 .3515 .7491
.823 11.148 9.8186 .60 .1759 .0045 .1714 .3653
.435 35.551 2.7304 • a? ‘ 0 .0613 .0044 .0568 .0670
.504 31.289 3.2083 0 .0515 .0054 .0461 ,0544
.400 38.291 2.5241 0 .0405 .0067 .0338 .0399
Dia = 0,0238 ft,
y = 155.14 lbf/ft3
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TABLE 9 
Particle and Foam Parameters
r p. lb /ft3 Kf m yf cp
lbf 
y ft2 Vf fps
V fps nr * Vs fpS V fp: sc
346 41.397 2.2547 0 .0461 .0039 .0422 .0443
480 33.258 2.9576 0 .0474 .0051 .0423 .0444
754 16.768 6.9261 .39 .0703 .0104 .0598 .0827
741 17.506 6.5428 .36 .08 65 .0067 .0798 .1104
630 24.182 4.4145 . 12 .0597 .0060 .0536 .0742
201 50.186 1.6403 0 .0494 .0038 .0456 .0480
727 18.420 6.1909 .32 .0661 .0072 .0589 .0815
748 16.999 6.7539 * .38 .0716 .0072 .0644 .0891
771 15.492 7.4624 .44 .0786 .0072 .0714 .0988
Dia = 0.0112 ft
Y  = 147.83 lb /ft3'p v'
r p. lb /ft3 Kf nr Uf cp
lbfT ---
y ft2
Vf fps V fps nr * Vs fps Vsc fP>
375 39.353 2.3439 0 .0505 .0042 .0464 .0468
555 28.471 3.5623 .01 .0560 .0048 .0512 .0691
790 14.107 8.2112 .50 .0872 .0174 .0698 .0942
815 12.562 9.3733 .59 .1048 .0107 .0941 .1270
225 48.554 1.7249 0 .0523 .0072 .0451 .0455
Dia = 0.0104 ft




R = .0547 ft.P
p =165.43 lbm/ft P
R = .0443 ft.P
Pp = 165.43 lbm/ft
R = .0238 ft P
p = 155.14 lbm/ft P
R = .0112 ft P
pp = 147.83 lbm/ft
R = .0104 ft.P
Pp = 147.11 lbm/ft
APPENDIX G 
TABLE IQ





















I APPENDIX Hj ----------------------------------
! 'TABLE 11I ■ . ■
Reynolds* Numbers and Modified Drag 





















R = .0547 ft.P
p = 165.43 lbm/ft3 P
R = .0443 ft.P
pp = 165.43 lbm/ft3
R = .0238 ft.P

































































R = .0112 ft.P
p = 147.83 lbm/ft3
R = .0104 ft.P













cross-sectional area of the flow tube, in. 
drag coefficient, dimensionless 
drag coefficient of foam, dimensionless 
modified drag coefficient of foam, dimensionless 
tube diameter, in.
distance between photoelectric wells, ft.
buoyant force, lb^
resisting force, lb^
force causing slip, lb^
weight force, lb^
ft per second
acceleration of gravity, 32 ft/sec
gravitational constant, 32 -̂-̂m ""
lbf - sec2
mass of foam, lbm
Reynolds Number, dimensionless
power coefficient, dimensionless
number of intervals traveled inside flow tube
pressure
flowing foam pressure in side flow tube, lb^/in 
pressure
Budryk coefficient, dimensionless 
flow rate of foam ft /sec
T-1487
R radius of sphere
iR radius of spherical particle, ft.< P
Rt radius of flow tube, ft.
r radius
tn time to travel between adjacent photoelectric
cells, sec.
V volume of air inside flow tube, ftJ a
Vf foam velocity, ft/sec
Vnr net rise velocity of particle, ft/sec
Vol^ volume of foam inside flow rube, ft
Vr coordinate velocity component
Vg slip velocity of particle, ft/sec
V corrected slip velocity, ft/secoC
3VTT volume of water, ftw
V q coordinate velocity component






0 shear-rate, ..\ .sec
Vi viscosity, cp
pf foam viscosity, cp
plastic viscosity, cp
foam density, lb /ft^m
particle density, lbm /ft^
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